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a DSTIACT

more Feolple than ever befor~e are using computers. Scae

use caly the hose cooluter while others use large mainframes

or both. All compcters have an interface vith which the

person must interact to operate the system correctly. This

interface must be designed so that the operator can use the

system without wasting time and money. This thesis

describes some of the issues which should be considered when

designimg a man-machize interface, and defines nome types of

*operators and their environments. The issues and their

resolutica are illustrated by a case study which descrites

the man-sachine interface'of an actul United States Navy

system in use today.
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any reasonably complex slstes requires a true interaction

tetweer man or woman and the other parts of the system,

which may be computexs, other human beings or combinations

of these. Some way must be found for thinking atout the

functicns of computer. and the functions of sen and women

within a framework %hich makes possible the relation of

these two kinds of functions to common goals. Even in a

system as familiar and as relatively simple as the automo-

bile# it is easy to see that the goal of transporting

passengers over roads requires not only the functions cf the

machine itself but also a considerable variety of human

functicns perfored by the operator. The design of a system

which is to be successful in achieving some specific defined

purpcoe reguires thorough and continued consideration of the

interacting functions of both operators and machines, of

which computers are the most ccnplex example.

Computers are tccls developed to fulfill some human

purpose cr intended use. They may have distinctly civilian

social purpcses such as those of an airport-to-city trans-

portation system, a mail-sorting system, a check-cashing

system or a sales transaction. But computers, of course,

are not only used in civilian businesses. They are also

used freguently in military applications. Their purlose may
be to protect against enemy military attack or to harass or

to destroy an enemy in wartime. Bost systems require an

operator of some sort to input data or monitor the equip-

sent. Ihis operator is an important part of the system

[Ref. 1].
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These are many different types of operators. Some are

well trained while cthers are not. There are intelligent

and unintelligent cerators and programing-oriented and

non-pzogranming-oriented. Many operators are in lcve with

computers bhi1e others are terrified of then. While a

system is being designed the type of operator must te kncvn

and the jck he or she is expected to accomplish must be

fully and clearly expressed. These operators may te dedi-

cated assistants to management, slaphappy sales clerks,

trained specialists in an information room or military

screen-vatchers in a windowless building watching the

affairs of the world [Ref. 2].

KncwiAg the type cf operator and what these oEerators

must acccmplish in slstems, and expressing these acccuplish-

meats as functions makes it possible to .accurately describe

the ceratcr's required capabilities. These accounts in

turn persit conclusicns to be made concerning the various

techniques needed tc develop these human capabilities,

whether they be matters of selecting operators, training

then cr providing then with adequate environments for their

work. 7hese techniques rest upon decisions that ccncern

human factors, human capabilities and the relationship

tetween the human being and the computer.

In order to fulfill a purpose, a system must meet certain

standards often expressed (particularly in military systems)
as criteria of operational effectiveness. System develcpers

have been known to take the point of viev that if cnly the

hardware can be made to run, operators with the prcper char-

acteristics will be found and 'fitted into* the system.

Such a view has many drawbacks. In most cases it is not

possible tc employ otly 'operators with proper characteris-

tics' esFecially in the military services. This view also

places too such dependence cn the range of human talents and

8
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on tie extent of humar adaptability. This restricted view
of systems and slstes development leads to failures, break-

downs, costly programs of retrofitting and even to total

abandcnment. No system is complete until it can be shcwn to
operate within a total setting that includes the operators;

no systes can truly be said to be successful until its cper-

ational effectiveness is demonstrated by the operator. 2he
best system development is that which includes consideration

of system operation (rather than merely hardware oper-

ability) from the very beginning of the system design.

Equipment design which consciously takes advantage cf human

capatilities and constrains itself within human limitations

amplifies and increases system output. If it does not,

system performance is reduced and the purpose for which the

equipment was designed is endangered. This consideraticn is

even sore significant today' than in the past because the

highly ccmplex systems that we develop are pushing human

functions sore and sore to the limits of efficient

perfczmamce.

How can one ensure that the computer and the computer

operations are actually designed for human use? Behavioral

data, principles, and recommendations - in short, the human

factors discipline - must be translated into meaningful

design practices. Cccepts like ease of operation or error-

free performance mcst be interpretable in hardware and

system terms (sef. 1].

The term human factors has several meanings which can

lead to confusion unless these different meanings are care-

fully differentiated. There are four basic meanings tc the

term busm factors.

First, human factors are elements such as equipment,

envircnment, and tasks, which influence the efficiency with

9
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which people can use equipment to accomplish the functicns

of that equipment.

Second, the term human factors can also refer to the

number and type of personnel selected to run the system and

how they function. This includes number of operatcrs and

maintenance techniciars in the system, their skill level,

the functions and tasks they must perform in controlling

their equipment and hcw they perform their tasks.

A third implication of the term human factors is its

reference to the manner in which personnel perform when

using the equipment and the effect of that performance on

other systes elements or on over-all system goals.

A fourth way in which the term human factors can be used

is tc refer to the psychological effect of the over-all

system upon its perscnel elements. The system of which the

operator is a part may influence his performance, his

health, and his attitudes toward nonvork related activities.

Vorking at a jot which is intellectually and emotionally

demanding say create frustrations which affect the worker's

attitudes toward his family, friends and society in general

[Bef. 3].

There have been several attempts to describe the place of

the operator within a system. Nan's functioning enters into

complex systems at many points and in many particular ways.

Furthermore, the display and amount of information, the

contrcls to which the individual responds, and the mechan-

isms which provide the transformations for these components

of the system are of considerable variety. It would be a

mistake to think that because the operator typically 'occu-

pies a space' between machine displays and controls, his

functioning can te related in a constant set of ways to such

inputs and outputs. The fact is, neither the input nor the

10
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output by themselves sill tell us the nature of man's func-

tioning. There are different kinds of transformations which

say be performed (by the human nervous system) in turning

inputs into outputs. To understand the variety cf these . -

transformations, we must first recognize that there are

internal functional units ir man, some of which say be

active cr inactive fcr any particular kind of functioning

which the system may require. The science of psychology say

be considered as having the purpose of discovering and

defining the functions of these internal units, as well as

their relationships [lef. 1 ]

This thesis describes some important factors which should

be given significant consideration when designing a man-

machine interface. It seems as though many systems have

been designed without consideration of the type of cperator

who will use the system, the environment the operator will

have tc work in and how the system effects the pecple who

work with it.

There are many different types of operators. Chapter two

discusses five different categories of operators and the

envircnmental factors which should be considered when

desigming a aan-machine interface for a system. Bcth the

type cf operator and the envircnment in which he or she

works directly effects the efficiency and performance of the

system invclved. The wrong operator in an uncomfortable or

awkward environment jerforms poorly.

Chapter three discusses the operator as a component of
the system. The operator maybe any single type or scme
combination of the types discussed in chapter two, and this
typing affects many pcrtions of the system. He or she must
re a part of the system from the design phase through the

develclimg plase. In summary, chapter two will address the

a.-
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design of a~ortion of the system* the man-machine interface,

while chapter three addresses the total system's performance
and hcv it depends cn how well the operator(s) and the

machine fit together.

Charter four discusses the issues mentioned in charters

two and three with respect to an actual system. This system

is used ty the United States Navy today. The information

was attained througb interviews with operators and support

perscrzael who interact with the system on a daily tasis.

The charter describes some of the problems the oFerators

must deal with and some solutions to these Erctleas.

Chapter live presents a brief summary of the thesis.

12
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A. III CPEBUTOR

The designer of any system which includes a man-machine

interface must have the operator clearly in mind. He must

know the answers to questions such as: What is this partic-

ular cperator capable of?; How much training can be or she

te given?; Will the cperator have a specialized background

such as a knouledge of programming or familiarity with

computers?; How cften will he or she use the terminal?; The

interface must be designed based on the specific class of

operators.

Which type of operator? There are-several. Some of the

major classilications are:

-, ~~1. W10,12AlP. or C asua.l 9.2. &Itr9.,

A casual operator is a person who spends most of his

day doing something entirely different from using the

computer such as selling merchandise or managing a store.

This person is not highly trained in computer usage. He is

easily confused by unclear terminal responses and easily

frustrated ky lengthy response times. For the operator, the

man-machine interface must ke designed to appear as natural

as possitle, or his bewilderment will quickly turn into

annoyance, criticism, or behavior that amounts to rejection

of the system.

Cn some systems the operator is a dedicated user. A

dedicated o~eratcr is a person who spends his whole working

day in frcnt of a terminal. This type of operator is

typical of computer center environments and military

13
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organizations. many military vatch-standers spend their

full eight hour shift in front of a terminal connected to a

real-time system. Tie operator is usually specially trained

for the particular job, perhaps with a lengthy training

program. In many other situations the oFerator's training

is limited and on-tte-job training is the major training

element. This particular type of operator will have plenty

of time to practice his interaction with the machine, to

learn its language and to become accustomed to its idicsyn-

crasies. Also, as the dedicated operator becomes familiar

with the system the level of training can increase and be

more complex due tc his increasing understanding of the

system.

02. JZ_qr& a a-c...e,1. J 0 rerator

In some systems the operator uses a programming

language. It may be one of the standard programming

languages or a special set of program statements devised

specifically for the application. If the operator is

programiing-oriented then an existing language can be

adapted for the san-machine interface dialogue. This will

eliminate the need for a new interface language. If the -

operator is not programming-oriented, however, a language or

dialogue has to be developed so the operator can learn to

use the terminal and perform her job. This interface should

be easy to learn at the terminal, and enable the operator to

build kez expertise without causing the system to crash.

A warning mcst be given to the designer of the

interface. If she is a programmer, she must be careful not

to associate her own skills with those of the proposed oper-

ator. There is sometimes an overwhelming tendency to do

this.

14
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3. jn-°-Li"a.n faeratol

is alarming as it say sound, the intelligence of the

operator must be considered when designing the interface

tetveen a human and a computerized system. If the system is

to be operated by the ,general public' then the designer

must develop an interface which can be understood ty a

person with little or no education, as well as a person with

a large amount of education. The interface must be easy to

work with and in a language the operator can understand such

as English. If, however, the operator is always going to

have a computer background with experience in programming

languages then the interface does not have to be so sisple.

If the operator is not familiar with the language which the

interface is written, his experience and capabilities ematle

him tc guickly learn the language. Interface structures can

te designed that are suitable for all classes of operators.

The IC tracket of the operator is important in determining

the interface. Overestimating the operators' capatilities

for lcgic, short-term memory, or association is a sure way

to land the system in trouble.

Cifferences in IQ are measured on a relatively small

scale. Difference in capability, however, can range over a

lengthy scale. In ce day, for example, a highly competent

programmer with interactive programming can accomplish a

hundred times more than a person without skill or aFtitude.

In a language capable of handling complex and subtle opera-

tions a person lover cn the scale will simply never learn to

use its more complex features. The designer must te aware

of these ca abilities of the operators.

15
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Uot all operators can te given lengthy and detailed

training. Of course, good training is desirable in any
system, tut sometimes it is not possible. Not all operators

need a detailed training course. Some say already have
experience in the area and not need any sore than an intro-
ducticn session. Tker. are others, however, who have never

been close to a computer and need extensive training. The

interface can be designed very differently if the operator

is tc have extensive training. In some cases the terminal

itself has keen used to assist in the training. The cper-
ator can learn how to use it in a 'computer-assisted

instruction' mode. If the user forgets certain operations,

the computer may remind her or give her a lesson on the

spot. In a real-time situa.tion,.however, the time it takes

to reteach the operator may be critical or unavailable.-

Therefore, the formal training given to operators whc will

be working in a time-sensitive job is extremely important.

in active operator is one who initiates computer

operations such as making enquiries, entering data or initi-
ating piocessing. A passive operator is one who takes
action after it is initiated by the computer, as for

example, when the computer requests information or informs a

special assistant that it has detected an error. Some cper-
atorm have both passive and active functions. Some opera-

tors ay be present cnly tc serve the machine and may have

no active functions. These operators are often called slave

operators. Some operators are present to intercept invalid,
unprccessable or questionable transactions that are relayed

to them ky the computer. These are called intercept opera-

tors. These categories of operators need to be interlinked

into the most suitable man-machine complex. -/

*16,.-
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Xhe designer of a system must know not only the type

of operator but also the working conditions under which this

specific operator will be required to work. Some operators,

such as military vatch-standers, work under time pressure.

Many military ojeratcrs receive valuable information which

must te reported immediately to the proper authcrities.

This cperator must be able to accomplish his task within a

specified time frame without interference from the ccmuter.

Ihe an-achine interface must be efficient and easy tc work

with. Amy complicated steps could cause quite a bit of work

and a loss of time.

Sone operators have other people talking to them or

harassing them while they work. This causes a distraction

and ccaplicates the interface between the operator and the

computer. The interface must be brief, simple and

unconfusing if distractions are expected to cccur

frequently.

In other cases the operator may work in the seclu-

sion cf her own office away from continuous interruptions.

This interface may or may not be ore complicated depending

again on the type of operator. A high executive of a firm

would want to check cm the firs's progress without having to

take ccailicated steps. On the other hand, a database

manager in the firm would want the capability to work with

the files in many dilferent, possibly complicated, ways.

The interface between the ojerator and the computer depends

largely on the type of operator and the work he or she is

expected to accomplish Clef. 2].

17
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B. III CRESATORIS BIUUROINIT

When designing a system not only should the operatcr be

kept in mind but alsc the environment which the systes and

operator will have tc work in. Environmental factors have a

direct tearing on operator performance. Performance suffers

if the environment dces not provide adequate lighting; it

also suffers in an environmeat containing high ambient noise
levels. 7he envircnment say also cause physiolcgical

stresses which indirectly affect sensory or motor

perfcZaance. Temperature, atmospheric contamination and

inadequate oxygen fall in this category. To some extent, a

single ervironmental condition say operate both directly and

indirectly upon human performance.

1. 191rSeature

leserature is a stress which does not interfere

directly with a senscry or actor mechanism but influences

the general comfort and psychological functioning cf an

individual. Human comfort is certainly as important a

consideration in the design of a system as is measured buman

proficiercy. Today's computer systems need to remain ccol

in order to run properly. Therefore, many computer centers

and military installations are very cold. This provides an

unconfortatle environment for the operator to work in. In

many situations the operators and their terminals could be

placed in a separate warmer rcom where they could continue

sonitcring the system in comfort. In other cases the cper-

ator would ;refer tc work closer to the computers in crder

to watch the network and be right there when something goes

wrong. If this is the case proper clothing should be

authorized so that the operator can perform his duties in

some ccefort.

18''t



2. Usghiag

-'• I fundamental objective of lighting practice is to

"rovide illumination upon a visual task so that it can be

seen quickly, accurately and easily. Lighting a room

correctly for a groul of people to work in is not as easy to

do as setting the temperature of the rcon. Eyes are

extremely sensitive and vary a great deal from one perscn to

the nexzt. Some peole can work in a room with fluorescent

lights without difficulty while others develop severe head-

aches or burning sensations in the eyes after a short time.

7he same is true about terminal screens. Some operators can

work in front of a terminal for hours without any discomfcrt

while others can not work more than an hour. The correct

lightirg in a room with computer terminals is very inpor-

tant. most terminals have, brightness knobs. so each indi-

vidual operator can control the screen's lighting while he

or she is using it. Most terminals also have glare resis-

tant glass. THe lighting in the room still has affects on

the operator's eyes. If the room is too bright it is diffi-

cult on the eyes of the operator. The amount of light in a

room and the locaticn of the fixtures with respect to the

terminals is a very isportant consideration L Ref. 4].

C. ECUINUENT

Since equipment characteristics (e.g., arrangement of
contrcls and displays) function as user stimuli, it follows

that certain arrangements of these characteristics/stimuli

will k more efficiently responded to by personnel than will

cthers. lhus, if equipment characteristics are matched to

the capakilities and limitations of men, the performance of

the latter should be more efficient.

19
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The number of controls, displays, and internal ccmpo-
meats which the operator must work with directly affect& his

or her perfcraance. The larger the number of screens the

operator must watch, the greater the likelihood of error.

An operator of a real-time system should not be reSuired to

watch and work with sore terminals than he or she can -

handle.

The arrangement cf equipment can also increase the ;rob-

ability of error in operator performance. The layout of

terminals with respect to cther system components and

lighting must be considered. If an operator is required to

contrcl more than one terminal at a time the location of the

terminals is very imlcrtant. The terminals must be set at

the est possible argle so that the operator can see at a

glance what is being displayed on each screen. The operator

must also be able to change a tape on a tape drive or Fut

paper in a printer without being too far from his or ter

position. If the tape drives or printers are in a separate

oom, the operator can not keep an eye on what is happening

on the terminals.

Operator performance is also affected by the demands
imposed by the eguipiert. Some systems require only visual

checks while others require an in-depth knowledge of the
system in order to operate it correctly. Other systems

require interaction between the operator and the system.

The perceptual requirements, cognitive requirements, and

motor requirements directly affect the operatox's job

performance. The response the operator must make also
produces a change in his or her performance. Now accurate

the resicnse must be, how frequent and how fast the response

must be given all affect the performance of the operator.

The greater the demand from the equipment the Focrer the

performance [Ref. 3].
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It is cheaper and easier to adapt equipment to human

capabilities than it is to modify human capabilities to

equipment requirements. It is easier to select different

components cr to arrange them differently than it is to add

more sensitive visual acuity to human, endow his or her with

I sore than his or her native intelligence, or change his or

her physical dimensicns to a more suitable size.

Uhy not select people cre discriminatly for equipment

operating jcbs? or train then longer and more intensely?

aigher selection standards and more intense training are an

ideal sclution as lcng as one is designing only for a few

highly qualified people such as astronauts or test pilots.

This sclution falls apart, however, as soon as larger

numbers cf people are needed as equipment operators.

Morecver, the 'ccplexity of our modern technological

devices does not respect even the highly selected and

trained. Aircraft pilots are both highly selected and

intensively trained, and yet many aircraft accidents result

from human error. The goal is, therefore, to optimize the

design cf eguipment from the standpoint of the operatcr so

that his efficiency will be at its greatest.

It fcllows from all this that a primary influence,

although not the ozlj one, on the way in which humans

operate and maintain machines is the efficiency with which

computers are developed [Ret. 5]. Even with today's tech-

nology an operator is involved in one way or another in
every system. If they do not actually operate computers,

operators will continue to install, maintain, and monitor

the performance of complex systems. Operators as well as

individual equipment components are part of the 'total

system.' Since mechanical and electronic components are now

available with very high speeds and capacities, the design
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engineer's task of integrating operators and computers into
smoothly functioning systems has become more difficult. if

the limitations and capabilities of humans are known and

understocd* and the Eurpose of the operator is well defined

for the engineer designing the system then better man
j machine systems will to designed and built.
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Today's systems are designed as 'total systems' rather

than as individual ccnponents put together to form a system.

his zetbcd of design produces better systems. Wher an

cperator is a componeat of the system, design engineers face

a multitude of human factors considerations. No matter vhat

type of cperator, as discussed in the previous chapter, the

designer must keep the operator in mind when designing a

system. Three of the major steps in designing any system

are the folloving:

a. developing the system concept

t. assignient of the system's subtasks to compo-

nent elements and

c. deciding how to link the various system compo-

nents together.

These are the stels where human factors considerations

have a special impact on the design of the man-machine

systems.

A. D!VELOEING THE SISTER CCCZPT.

The system must te clearly defined before any design

decisions can be made. This is a statement of the purpcse

of the system - that is, the job the system is supposed to

perform. The description must include such items as the

list of tasks to be accomplished and the speed and accuracy

requirements for each subtask. The environment in which the

system will operate should be carefully described (e.g.,

lighting and temperature). This part of the definition

should also include how many operators will be needed for

operating and maintaining the system, training Frocedures,
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mainterance instructicns, and updating of the system. In

cther words, the definition of the system's purpose should

not be specified in general terms. The definition must

include all the specific things that may occur.

Man-machine systems range widely in their complexity.

Some systems are composed of many men and women and many

machines. Others ccnsist of a single operator and one

machine. For example, a computer center composed of many

operators and many teiminals is a man-machine system. Any ..

cne of the terminals within the center is also a man-macnine
system. This illustiates the fact that there are levels of

systems. 7hus, defining and describing the system must be

done with care and precisiom as the essential groundwork for

good systems design.

B. ISSIGNMINT OF THE SYSTEM SOBTASKS TO COMPOENT LERINIS.

After the mission of the system has been defined, the

designer has to make decisions about which of the system's

subtasks should be dcne by various component elements. The

first chcice is usually "operator or machine?" Once this

decision is made, the problem becomes "which machine

element?" or "what type of operator?" Many things influence

the designer (e.g., cost and availability of components).

It is important to recognize that the operator, as well as

the machine components, must be judged in terms of these

criteria. For example, operators may or may not need
training, or they may or may not be carefully chosen. In

military environments there may be many different types of

operators using the same system.

In addition to the above considerations a very important

criteriot in the selection cf components is that of getting

the most cut of each in terms of its capabilities. Each
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component - operator or machine - should be used to do the

task it can perform best. The component's limitations must

not be exceeded.

Finally, not only do the characteristics of the comjo-

nents dictate whether or not they should be used for certain

tasks but these same characteristics also prescribe the ways

in which components are linked to each other.

C. 91CIDING HOV TO 111K VARIOOS SYSTEM COMPONENTS TOGE HE

Links in systems are points of transfer of energy or

information between components. As much attention should be

given to designing such linkages between operator and the

machine as is given tc designing linkages between mechanical

compcnents. Traditicnally, the human component has been the

last to be fitted into new systems with the 'result being

less than maximum system performance. The links between the

bumar and machine system components must be optimized.

1D. MAN 1S A1 SYSTEM CCAPONENT

Many books exist which explain the characteristics of

mechanical and electicnic system components and this litera-

ture provides the basis of design decisions concerning these

components. The humar operator is quite a different kind of

component. Although there are many things about the human

component that just is not known, scientists have found scme

characteristics of the human component which the designer

should be aware. The following is a partial list of what

is kzcwn about the human being as a systems component:

1. capability for data sensing

2. capability for data processing

3. capability for otor activity

4. capability for learning

5. physical and psychological needs
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6. coordinated action

7. differences among individuals

It is important to be aware of how a human being fits

into a system. Each of the above characteristics will be

discussed below. A trief statement will be made a-out the

nature cf the characteristic in man. Then some system
design implication of the particular characteristic will be

given.

Ian gathers information through his senses. Human

senses tend to be inconsistent. Such things as a person's

general health, or fatique, affect his sensory ability.

Background conditions - noise from a printer, or a super-
visor giving directicns - inofluence and may adversely affect

the senses. Hans ability to perform is affected if two or.
more cf his sense channels are stimulated at the same tine.
In some cases, however, sensory interaction say toost
performance as, for example, when one receives the sane
messaSe simultaneously through visual and auditory means.

7he human senses rarely operate by themselves. pan

usually does more than simply serve as a receiver of infor-
nation; be acquires data - sounds, sights - and interprets

it as it arrives. Experience plays an important role here.
As a terminal operator becomes more familiar witb the
computer system he tends to make fewer mistakes. The oper-
ator senses the facts which are presented to his and imposes

interpretations on what he does sense. His ability to

perceive the world in terms of a context is a tremendous

advantage because it enables his to get a great deal of

infornaticn out of a sketchy amount of data.
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man has several sensory input channels. Overloading

any one or two sense modes should be avoided if pcssitle

when designing a an-sachine system. Displays used to
present information to human system components shculd be

compatible with man's sensory abilities. Dial and function

key sarkings should ke readable under operating conditions.

for ezasple, if an operator is expected to read a display in

comparative darkness, the markings should not blend in with

the keys.

aan has certain perceptual expectations which abould

te remeakered and utilized in display design. For example,

an indicator should rise and not fall to indicate a climb.

When a display behaves contrary to these expectations,

errors in interpretation are likely.

2. Ca!jX f Data L ei

In addition to his ability to act as a data senscr,

man pxocesses information: he thinks. This capability is

the mcst important single characteristic of man as a system

component. Not much of man's data processing characteris-

tics are known because the area of human thought is perhaps
the scst ccaplicated and least well understood in science.
The very richness and variety of man's ability to handle and

utilize information sakes it almost impossible to charac-
terize cclpletely. aong the types of thinking operations

people perform are: arithmetic calculations, quantitative

and gualitative estimations, comparative judgment, transla-

tion, coding, memorization and recall, prediction and deci-
sion making. These processes range in complexity from a
child ccunting his fingers to a genius contemplating an
unsclved problem of the universe.

A major characteristic of man as a data processor is
his flexibility. People do not require extensive or precise
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preprograming. not can deal with changing situaticns and

unforeseen problems in the absence of a specific program.

Unlike a computer, man can constantly develop and modify his

cvw programming: he learns. 1he flexibility of thought

makes imirovisation another uniquely human characteristic.

7here are many different solutions to complex problems. The

number of different ways an idea can be expressed in words

is a case in point.

Judgment is another ability that man can exercise.

Probatly this skill comes from man's long-term storage

(memory) and his atility to recall certain facts at the

right time. Few pecple, if any, remember everything they

see or hear but an anazingly large amount of material can be

recalled years after it has been acquired. In exercising

judgment an experienced operator makes. decisions in new

situations which resemble, but are not exactly the same as,

earlier experiences be has had. Computer operators are

faced with many different errors during their shift, few of

which are exactly the same. Good operators draw on their

experiences and are able to resolve these problems accu-
rately and Suickly. Ran can grasp complex situations and

make decisicns about appropriate courses of action.

When designing a system, man's versatility as a data

processor should be taken full advantage of. While

computers can do in minutes what people take days or years
to do, computers are relatively inflexible. machines only
carry cut instructions of humans. And finally, cost and

space factors involved in most computers can be staggering.

7o build a computer sith any intelligence would ccst more

money then one can imagine plus take up a large amount of

space. The investment would not be worth it when a man-

machine system could be built to accomplish the sane task

for less money and space.
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Since his speed, accuracy, and capacity differs

widely with particular data prccessing tasks, a man should

te assigned to slstes tasks very carefully. A human is not

very effective in performing routine calculations - he is

slow and is likely tc make errors. A ccmputer, on the cther

hand, is fast and accurate. A man's memory is not capable

of handling large kcdies of concrete facts and details

quickly and reliably. He should be replaced or supplemented

by autcmatic devices in performing tasks like these.

Man and the computer are not rivals. The comFuter 9 .

can take over a great many of san's chores, especially the
more toutine ones, and man can be freed to devote acre of

his cr her time and energy to his or her specifically human
activities cf planning, supervision, and creative thought.
Ban and the computer (in fact man and any machine) should be . ,

thought cf as team members rather than competitors. Each.

has certain strengths and weaknesses. Effective system

design shculd compose the team so as to have each team

emter ccmpensate fcr the other's shortcomings. This is
done, for ezample, in the case where the computer is used to

make routine calculations which a man needs to make over-all

decisions, or where the computer is used to sake rough sorts

among a large number of alternatives when the an is
assigned the job of making the final decision amcng the

screened alternatives remaining.

3. ~ ~z L~u iL o"

In addition tc data sensing and data processing, man

also performs certain motor activities. He can move his

arms, legs, hands and do other muscular actions. SFeech is S

also in this category here. These motor activity capakili-

ties enable man to act upon the environment by manipulating

contrcls, changing his position and location, transmitting
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information verbally to others, and by lifting and acting

cbjects.

The ability cf man to make movements is limited in

Loth Fower and speed. There is a time delay tetween the

instant when he decides to sake a movement and the tine the

movement occurs. Ban is also limited as to the kind of

movements he can makE. He can reach in some directions and

not in others, and there are limits to the distances he can

reach or extend his hand. The consistency vith which man

can ally force is also limited; his muscles fatigue

rapidly. The ;recision with which he can apply force is

also limited.

The motor tasks assigned to sen in systems should be

compatitle with men's abilities to perform them at the

levels demanded by task and system requirements. Ccntrol

devices requiring that people maintain consistent forces

over long periods of tine should be eliminated if possible.

If human sieech is required for a system task, the noise

level of the work area can not be excessive. If there is

more than cne operator using a system they may have to

communicate orally in order to perform a systems task.

flotcr task requirements of human system components

should be designed for efficient accomplishment.

Eushtuttcns, cranks, joysticks, control panels, and kncbs

should be built for easy use. Men have several motor output

sechanisms. Tasks requiring human motor activity should be

distributed anonS tke different mechanisms. These output

sechanists should nct be overloaded. The use cf fcot

pedals, knee switches, voice triggered relays are examples

cf wals that the hands and arms can be relieved cf motor

contrcl activity.
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4. IX

Cne of santa most important basic abilities, an

attritkte that clearly differentiates ain from machines, is

that he can learn. Given enough time, man can improve his

perfczsance in almost any task. In spite of the tremendous

value of this ability to acquire better methods and new

knowladge and skill, learning takes tine. The time required

for the learning process will generally vary with the

coaplexity of the material cr task he is trying to learn.

Ruch of human learning involves a trial-and-error

process. If one thing does not work, man will try another.

The learning process is usually accelerated if there is

feedback or knowledge of results. If man gets this kind of

infornation, he can quickly figure out new approaches, drop

the old unsuccessful ones and keep the ones that worked.

7he use of simulators illustrates another fact about

human learning: men are somehow able to transfer skills

acquired in one situation to another similar, tut not

identical, situation.

The systea tasks which the operator is expected to

do shculd te designed with the intent of minimizing the time

required to learn tc perform them. No matter how Fcorly

planned the systea tasks are, most can be overcome it people

have enough time in training. The effective performance of

a new system can be accelerated if the need for excessive

preparaticn of humar components is eliminated. Scme

training tine can be reduced by designing new tasks so that

they tear resemblance to tasks already known.
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7here are certain physiological needs of human 0

system components that suet be satisfied or their

perforsance will be degraded. Food, sleep, and maintenance

of health are critical human physiolgical needs. There also

are certain psychological needs which have effects on syste

design. acrale, mctivation, and job satisfaction affect

over-all system capability and they should be considered by

the designer of man-machine systems.

If system tasks performed by men are of long dura-

tion - more than the customary eight-hour shift - prcvisicns

made for meeting 1hysiological needs assume special

importance.

Morale is adversely affected by routine# repetitive

tasks. Most people tend to lose interest and become bored

in such situations. 7heir work becomes less efficient. If

possible, repetitive tasks should be done by machines L-.

instead of Feople. If a person must do the task then ctber

functions should be added to break up the monotony, perhaps

even unnecessary ones.

.dI

Nan behaves as an integrated unit. His many capa-

tilities work in combination and concurrently. At the same

time he is sending information, a person may also be

processing informaticm and performing certain motor activi-

ties. Is a system ccmpontent, man selects from his abili-

ties the one most appropriate to the situation he is in and

he acts accordingly. He can operate in a simple or in a

very ccilex manner.

Man can Eerfor m several kinds of tasks

simultaneously or in rapid succession and keep them all

32
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integrated. He can direct his cwn effort. He can shift his

attention to a very narrow aspect of the total situation, or

be can distribute it over many aspects of the situation,

giving only a minimal amount of attention to each. There

is, hcwever, a limit to all this. There is a point at which

the addition of tasks and responsibilities outstrips man's

versatility. This is when something gets neglected. ihile

this is not a desirakle situation, it is at least a poirt in

his favoi that man, as compared to a machine, will not

simply gc on functioning blindly until he breaks down, hut

will 1rckably attempt to focus on selecting and performing

the mcst critical tasks and thus saving the situaticn to

some degree.

wben designirg systems it is important to use man's

versatility and. his ability to perform many tasks

simultaneously. The operator's ability to coordinate his

actions should not be exceeded. However, if the tasks get

too heavy, man, unlike computers, has the ability tc decide

which tasks are the most important and should be done first.

In general, the number of simultaneous tasks should he kept

low, work spaces should be designed to make shifts from one

task tc another easy, and compatible displays and contrcls

should be provided.

7. ;A.JK~uc Aa2q ILL4143AJ.

Cne of the mcst troublesome things about man as a

system compcnent is the fact that, as a class, he is not

very well standardized. In terms of each of the character-

istics described above - data sensing, data processing,

capability for learning, etc. - men differ widely frcs one

another. bithin limits, men differ in their sensory skill

levels, their ability to utilize information, their motor

skills, their ability to learn, the strengths and types of
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their physical and Isychological needs, their ability to

coordinate their own activities and abilities, and their

ability to keep their performance from being affected by

their emoticns, needs and hardships.

Not only do people differ from each other in terms

of specific factors, but there are wide differences in

patterns or combinaticns of human characteristics. Tvc men

of identical height and weight do not necessarily have

similar perceptual or learning skills.

It is important to note that most human characteris-

tics are distributed in a "normal" fashion. While there are

extremes of all types in the population, the design engineer

should keep in mind that there are far more people whc are

"average," in terms cf most human abilities, than there are

extreme cases. The designer should plan human system tasks

with an "average" user in mind. The user population must be

defined irecisely and accurately. Typical user pojulaticns

night kez clder people, first-term military enlistees, and

so fcrth. Accurate figures do exist on the distributicns of

human abilities and characteristics. The designer should

not assume that men good at one type of task will also be

skilled in another. If possible the design plans should be

in terms cf specific types rather than of a mythical,

general "all-American boy" operator [Ref. 6].

I. SIUII

Having examined man in some detail as a system ccmpo-

neat# there are some summary remarks that can be made with

respect to using this information in the design process.

There is a tendency tc categorize human and machine elements

in terms of "what man can do best" and "what machines can do

test." Since this kind of summarizing is nct very
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rofitatle in terms cf specific problems facing the design

engineer, about the best thing to do is to underline the

earlier-stated notion that zen and machines are not competi-

tors. Within limits of what is available and, more iapor-

tant, cost considerations, the system designer should

consider the characteristics of both men and machines rela-

tive to the specific system Iroblem facing him. The two

classes cf components should ke wed in such a way that the

respective strengths of each complement the weaknesses of

the other. Following are some general remarks about man as ...

a system component:

1. man is a highly versatile component. He can fulfill

a wide range of functions that usually require very complex

and large zechanical or electronic counterparts. Scme of

man's versatile capacities cannot be duplicate4 by ncnhuman

Components.

2. Ccmpared with machines, men are generalists or jacks-

of-all-trades. This versatility is extremely useful but, at

times, it can be troublesome because of man's somewhat

unpredictable nature.

3. man has a great deal of built-in variability. It is

difficult tc predict with great accuracy exactly how a man
will ferfor, in any specific situation. Depending upon the

particular task, and also upon many changing factors - moti-

vation, state of health, experience - man's performance may

be outstanding on one occasion and very poor on another.

4. Ban has very definite limits on what he can do.

Unlike mechanical ccgponen ts which can be expanded cin a
module basis, man reaches saturation both in terms of the

number of things he can do simultaneously and the duration

of his effort. While this sounds obvious, it is the cne

thing that is most often overlooked in the system design

process.
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5. Ihe human component has many vulnerabilities. many

envircameatal conditions intluence man's behavior: his
health, his age, and his physical stamina are all examples

of man's nac-foolpzccf nature. He must be utilized with

care.

6. In spite of nctions to the contrary, man is a costly

coapcent. In terms of training costs, maintenance costs,

and replacement costs, the human as a system component may

te Zar more expensive than a casual investigation indicates.

Chapter two described types or categories of operators

and this chapter discussed how these operators fit as a

compcnent into the "total system." The next chapter will

apply tkis general discussicn to a particular computer .

system used by the United States Navy.
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The previous two chapters provide a background and cver-

view of mcst of the issues and concerns in designing an

interface between an operator and a computer system. This

chapter will provide a discussion of these issues in the

contest of an actual system. The system already exists, and

the discussion will be from the perspective of a survey of

existing prcblems and recommendations for modifications and

corrections.

The United States Navy utilizes many special, complex,

real-time computer systems which rejuire operator interac-

tion for operation and maintenance. In this chapter, we

will descrite the structure of a specific example of this

type of system. The system is operated continuously twenty-

four hours a day, three hundred sixty-five days a year. At

least three operators, a CDP operator, an EDP operator, and

an ER operator are needed to run the system during a regular

eight-hour shift. The operators are responsible for

ensuring the computer collects and processes real-time data

and transmits correct reports to the proper users.

The CDP operator is responsible for setting up the

computer. All the information needed to properly set up the
computer is provided to the operator by outside sources

through a paper report. The operator takes this data and

inserts the information into the computer. The information

includes a date-time-group, and the time limits on a partic-
ular run. To insert the information the operator answers a

large number of juestions generated by the computer. Each

time the computer has to be set up, the operator must answer

the same guestions. Most of the answers do not change and
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the operator eventually just memorizes the sequence of

answers iithout reading the questions. This type of inter-

face can cause boredca and carelessness on the operator's

part. %hen the computer has processed all the desired data

the CDP operator performs the proper okerations so the

computer will terminate the current run and prepare to start

over again.

The seccnd operator, called the EDP operator, monitors

the system. He does this by watching a continuous presenta-

tion cf a file, called a day-file, which gives a step-by-

step description of the computer's actions. This dayfile is

taken directly from the operating system of the computer and

is not rewritten befcre the operator sees it. Therefore,

the description is written in the vendor's operating system

terms. Ihe EDP operator also changes tapes on the tape

drives, adds paper tc the printer, and other miscellaneous

jobs needed to be performed for processing.

The third position is the Evaluation and Reporting (ER)

positicn. The ER operator evaluates all of the reports
processed and transmitted by the computer. He checks for

any reports that are wrong, makes corrections if passible

and cancels those which are erroneous. This operator also

performs soze analysis. When the computer is unable to

automatically generate a report, the ER operator attempts to

gather outside information to support the computer. If the

operator can complete the process, he manually generates a

repcrt of the information.

A. 17PE or OPERATOR

The type of operators used to operate this particular

system may te any combination of the types discussed earlier

in chapter two. The operators work six eight-nour shifts in
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five days. The CDP and the EDP operators spend their ertire

shift working with ccmputer terminals. They are therefore

categorized as dedicated operators. The CDP's entire job is

performed in front of the terminal. The CDP operator is
both an active and a passive operator. As an active oper-

ator, he enters data into the computer and initiates

processing. The CDP operator enters data into the computer

by answering questions provided by the computer. This makes

him a Fassive operatcr. The EDP operator is only a passive

operator. He does not interact with the system unless the
computer malfunctions. Although the ER operator also uses a

terminal, he spends a large amount of time doing paperwork.

He is therefore a part-time casual operator and a part-time

dedicated operator. Shen the workload is heavy the operator

spends mcst of his shift at the keyboard and the paperwork

is put aside until it is convenient.

Tbhe operator's backgrounds vary a great deal. Many of
the operators join tke Navy directly after high schocl grad-

uatiom. If they become cryptology technicians (CT) when .-

they enlist, they go through the appropriate training course

directly after bcotcamp. Other operators have been in the

navy but in a different field, such as intelligence

specialist cr aviaticm mechanic. These operators transfer

into the CT field through one of the Navy's re-enlistment

programs. They also attend the training course. All of
these operators receive the same sixteen week training

course. The course does not teach programming languages.
It provides training cm how to use the system and a general
understanding of computers. A majority of the operators do

not have any programming or computer experience. For those

not interested in computers the sixteen week training ccurse

is all the education they receive. The initial lack of
experience indicates that the man-machine interface should
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ke written in an informal language which the operator can

understand. The Navy can not afford to spend the time or

money needed to provide the operators with a more thorough

training program. If the interface is written in an easy to

understand, informal language then the training course can

provide a Letter education of the system instead of merely

the interface language. This way once the operator arrives

at her duty station she can spend her first few watckes
learning the "local irocedures" instead of being retrained

on the system. This would save time and money for the U. S.
Navy and the individual field sites.

In summary, the type of operator used for running this

system is dedicated, ncnprogramming-oriented, and not highly

trained, and the man-machine interface should be designed P

for tbis.type of operator. It should be .easy to learn and

understand and should Erovide status and request input in an

informal language, not in operating system terms. It should

also require enough interaction between the operator and the L_-,

computer to make tke operator feel he is a part of the

system and not an unneeded component.

B. ECSIOIICS L

The computer is o erated from three positions which are

manned by watchstanders. Each position has a different

interface which the cerator must learn to work with. Each
position also has its own problems. The following

paragraphs describe the problems with respect to each

Fosition.

The operators and the hardware of the system are physi- t

cally located in two separate rooms. The separation was

deliberate and will not change in the future. Thus, if
there is a system malfunction the CDP operator must leave

L
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his terminal and go tc another room to check on the problem.

This means the tersinal is unmanned for the time the cper-

ator is in the hardwaze room. Since the operator position

will mot be moved into the same room as the hardware, an

interccm system should be set up. This way the CDP operator

could ccmmunicate with someone in the hardware room and stay

at the terzinal, or go to the hardware room and communicate

with sceeone else at the terminal. The CDP operator would

still have control cver the system at his terminal and he

can ckeck on the system in the hardware room.

The CDP operator has a dedicated Hewlett-Packard micro-

processor and terminal next to her position. It is dedi-

cated to a graphical representation of the computer links

and operation. The display is slower than the system it

replaced because it takes longer for a computer program to

execute than for lights to turn on. The old system was a

tulky display panel with many lights. The lights simply

were cn cr off shoving the CDE operator whether or not the

connecticns were made. The HP terminal displays a picture

cf the equipment with the links. In addition, the tajor

problem sith the HP is it is nct reliable. For instance, at

one tile part of the computer system was not functioning and

the HP terminal showed that it was. It also happens the

opposite way. The terminal is an ideal component for the

CDP pcsitior. Given the tise and money spent on this status

terminal, it should te reliable, or aore resource sbould be

spent to make it reliable. Also, some of the operators have

lade changes to the HP terminal programs which have

tenefitted the watch standers. These changes should be

shared bith other field stations so that everyone can

benefit froz then.

The regular terminals that the operators use have many

capabilities which presently are not being used. There are
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function keys at the tcp of the keyboard which could be used
to perfor. some of the repetitive operations. There also is

a set of keys on the right side of the keyboard which can be

used to enter numbers. Any of these keys could be used to

speed up interaction with the computer. Presently, it takes

approzimately five minutes to perform the set up of the

. computer. In the future there may not be five minutes

available tc prepare the computer for the next run.

The CDP operator enters data into the computer and he

can, of course, easily make mistakes. The error messages he

receives are in cperating system terms. For example, the

error message OLP7A" is suppose to tell the operator that

the line printer he requested is not available. In addition

to learning how to use the terminal to run the computer, the

operator must memorize the meaning of many. err.or messages.
There is a manual which lists all of the error messages and

the causes but the cperator does not always have time to

look them up. %he error messages should be rewritten in a

language the operators can understand and they should relate

to the actual application and program.

%he DE operator monitors the computer through a file

called a dayfile. Tke file automatically updates itself and

repeats the messages over and over again. Basically, it

provides a long sequence of operating system status messages

which give the operatcr the message: "I'm okay, I'm ckay,

etc..." until something goes wrong. When an error occurs,

the error message will be buried in the sejuence cf cther
status messages. operating system terms. If the operator

is experienced she car easily find the messages in the file
which tell her how the system is doing. An unexperienced
operator say miss an important message because she can not

interpret the file. The file should be written in a

language the operators can easily read and understand.
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The R position is extremely active. In addition to

checking reports and making corrections, this operator must
also shuffle a large amount of papers. He is responsible..

for rilping, sorting and filing messages received frcs ctker

locations. He actually uses only a small amount of the

messages which are received. The rest, used mostly for

background informaticn, are placed on clip boards for

everycae to read. This task is tedious and could be divided

among the other operators.

The messages the IR operator uses contain sore informa-

tion than the operator needs. For example, out of a

possible ten columns of information only one or two columns

may te used. Sany times these columns are spread out

instead cf located near each other for ease of reading. The

operator must first find the correct columns of information

and attempt to read the correct row in each one. A charac-

teristic of database systems is that columns of data can be

easily acved around. The printouts should have the columns

of information most often used on the far left and grcuped

together so the operator can read them quickly and easily.

If the rest of the data is not needed then it should be

deleted, or at least stored without being printed. If there

are times when all the information is needed then it should

be available tc the operator on request, but cnly on - -

request.

The information cn the printouts is extremely technical.

The EB oerators should receive some basic training so that

be can perfors his jcb proficiently. The training would

enable tte operator to read and recognize the data without

having tc lcok it ul in a pile of manuals. It would also P-

give him a better understanding of the action that is taking
place.
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Today all updating of the database is done manually by
the operators. If this update vas done automatically it

would speed up processing. The operator would be free to do

other tasks and not spend the time updating the system.

Correct automatic updating would also ensure that the

correct and most current analysis was performed. If it

could not be done automatically perhaps it cculd be

performed by query from the computer to the operator to

verify the update. This would ensure that incorrect data

did nct rellace correct, up-to-date information.

any times the IS operator gets behind because cf the

large amcunt of processing being done. Presently, there is

no separation of high interest items and routine processing.

If there were more tezminals available for the operatcrs at

the IS position the one operator could process just the

high interest items at one terminal. The routine items

could be processed at a second terminal by another operator.

The isortant information would be processed and the routine

items uculd not get tacklogged.

Everyone needs some form of feedback, whether gccd or

bad, to perform a job well. The operators need feedback

from the support personnel and the support personnel need

feedback frcm the operators. The communication lines need
to be opened and kept opened so that the site as a whole can

perform at its best. At least one field station has an

cutstanding relationship between the operators and the

suppcrt personnel. The end product it produces is well

received by the users as a result.

The system changes frequently. Any future changes

concerning the terminals should take advantage of the capa-

bilities which already exist. There are many possible uses

for the extra keys on the terminals. Using the keys instead
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of adding more CRTs to the CDP position would make the cper-

ator's tasks easier and take less time. Consideration

. should, however, be given to adding a terminal tc the ER

position. The ER pcsition would utilize a second terminal

more effectively than the CDP.

C. IEZ IUIIROUNERT

The cperator must be comfortable in her envircnment to

perform her "best." She must be able to move freely and

quickly to respond to unexpected events, such as system

failures. She must be able to read the terminal screen

easily withcut causing unnecessary strain on her eyes. The

envircnaemt the cperator works in has a direct effect on her

perfczmance.

1. 7 e tt&.

As senticned in chapter two, improper envircnmental

temperature can cause physiological stresses which indi-

rectly affect sensory or motor performance. The ccmputers

require cold rooms in order to function properly and not

overheat. The hardware of this system is in one roo and

the oerators, terminals, and peripheral devices are in

another. This separation of equipment and operator should

make it ccnvenient tc keep the working environment comfor-

table fcr the operators. However, both rooms are extremely

cold. The low tempezature is Ferfect for the equipment tut

uncomfortable for tte operator. The room is so cold the

operatcrs wear additional pieces of clothing, such as
sweaters and coats, to keep warm. This extra clothing is
awkward and prevents the operator froa responding quickly to

computer requirements. It is also uncomfortable to wear

heavy clcthing the entire eight-hour shift. In crder for

the operator to perform at her "best" she must be atle to
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move freely without taing constrained by a bundle of c~lctbes

which are needed to keep wars. A large effort was made to

separate the equipment and the operators. The same effort

should be sade to sake the operators comfortable in their

workirg environment.

2.

Fresently the rooms are lit with rows of lights

across the ceiling of the roca. The light switches are

wired so that when one switch is turned on an entire rcv of

lights in the roca ccme on. It is not possible to only turn

on a light over the supervisor's desk or over the analyst's

desk. 7he zoons are arranged with the supervisor's desk at

the operators back. If the row of lights is turned on over

the supervisor's desk then there is a glare on the opera-

tor's teniials. The glare causes a strain on the opera-.

tor's eyes which directly effects the operator's -

perfcruaice. The light is required for the supervisor tut

not tte operators. The lights could be rewired so that it

is possitie to turn specific lights on and keep others off.

Another possible change would be to add the capability of

dimming the lights to cut dcwn on the glare. Either change

would eliminate some of the strain placed on the operator's

eyes during his shift.

ID. IAIING

* The training course is sixteen weeks in length and is

taught five times a year. The total of five hundred fifty

hours per class is divided into classroom and latoratory

sessions. The classroom and laboratory sessions are inter-

twined with two hundred forty-one hours of clasercom

. . . . . .
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The instructors use blackboards and handouts for

teaching the students during the classroom lectures. This

is a difficult way of teaching first-time computer users how

to interact with a ccsputer terminal. Seeing an example on

, a CAI screen is different than seeing it on paper. People

reaember actual experiences easier than something written on

paper and banded to then. If at all Possible a room with a

terminal for each student should be provided for the class-

zoos lectures. The terminal room would give the instructors

the capability of introducing the students to computers

-efore placing then in the laboratory. It would make the

students aore comfortable with CRTs and give then a better

understanding of how to interact with the terminals.

The training course gives the students too much theory

Gn computers. An operator does not need a detailed explana-

tion of how bits and bytes work in order to operate the

system. The time spent on theory could be better spent on

problem solving or perhaps spend less time in the classrcoa

and sore time in tte laboratory. The students need to

understand how the ccmponents are linked together to form

the total system and how to interact with them. The

students can learn about the internal components of the

system after the couxse in the working environment.

The labcratory represents a "perfect" system. The oper-

ator is shown hcu tc set up the computer and then hcw to

wrap up the process. Nothing is said about the prokles

which occur between setup and wrapup. No system runs

perfectly all of the time. The students need some intrcduc-

tion to problems which say occur during an actual watch.

There are several ways to achieve this. One way is to allow

the students to stand watches with the operators on the

real-time system. The on-line training would show the

students what actually happens and what to expect during a
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shift. The instructcrs could also stand watches with their

students. This wculd keep the responsibility of the
students in the instructors hands and out of the shift

superviscrOs. It would also provide the instructors with a
method of evaluating the students. The on-line training

would also enable the instructors to keep up-to-date with

the system.

A second way of teaching problem solving is through

siaulaticn of errors. Software programs could be written to
simulate problems encountered while operating the computer

system. Obviously not all the problems can be presented to
the students but a large majority of them can. The simple
errors such as misspelling cf commands could easily te simu-

lated. Sizulation cf errors would provide the student with

a better understanding of his expected tasks and teach him

how tc undo his mistakes without turning everything off and

starting over.

After sixteen weeks of training the students should be

capable of sitting in front of a terminal and running the

system. However, one field station gives each new operator
an additional two months of training before they sit the

position. Each of the field stations have local procedures
which must be learned in order to operate the system.

However, two months is tco long for just learning local
procedures. Either the station is wrong and providing more
training than necessary or the training course does not
provide the appropriate information to the students.

1. CCUCIOSIOE

The system designers should be responsible for making

some of the suggested changes. The programming of the func-

tion keys should be jerforsed by the designers before they
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add nczG terminals tc the positions. The designers should

also rewrite the daytile and the error messages so that the

operators can under stand them without having to semorize

their meanings.

ilthcugh the designers should be responsible for scae

alterations, the individual field stations can make a

majority of the changes. The tasking of the operators can

be unit crmly divided so that one operator is not idle while

another is overloaded. Messages that need ripping and

filing can easily be done by the EDP operator instead of the

IR opezator.

An intercom system can easily be arranged between the

CDP ;ositicn and tke hardware room., The maintenance

perscavel could possibly find this system useful also. if
equipment which is iccated in one room but is operated in

another salfunctions, two maintenance personnel could work

cn the ;roblem without having to physically go back and

_:-.:.

forth tetween the twc rooms. They could communicate over
the interccm.

The training course needs to be reconstructed or at

least a few changes should be considered. Less theory and
more training on operational procedures should be given.

The latcratcry sessiczs could be more realistic and provide
more lioblem solving examples.

Making the changes to the system and the interface w-ould

enable the operators to perform better. It would provide a

tter environment tc work i and the operators would be

more ccmfortable. The overall output of the system would be

processed faster and oe more accurate* also benefiting the

users.
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In summary, the success of a system in achieving a

specific purpose depends largely on the interface the oFera-

tors 2cst use to communicate with the computer. In order to

design the man-machine interface there are a few facts the

designer must be fully familiar with. These facts include

the type of operator, the environment in which theoferator

must work and the equipment the operator must use to run the

system. 7he type cf operator varies a great deal, as is
explained in detail in chapter two. The designer must know

bow cten the operatcr will interface with the system, what

the oferator's backgzcund is, and how much interaction will

te needed to run the system. All of these facts must be

known and thoroughly understood before starting to design

the interface of a system.

The environment in which the system exists and the oper-

ator must work directly affects the performance the cperator

achieves. Therefore, it must be constructed to ensure the

operator is comforta-le while she works. The envircnment

issues include the temperature of the room, the lighting of

the rccm, and the physical arrangement of equipment.

The mcst important issue which must be designed with the

operator in mind is the actual equipment the operator works.

The rumker of controls and displays the operatcr must

operate cr watch shculd be kept to a minimum so that the

operator is not responsible for more components than he can

handle efficiently.

An operator is nct a piece of e4uipment which can be

connected to other parts of a system without careful
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planning. The operator's capabilities are limited and must

be considered before placing her into a system. Chapter

p three discussed the capabilities of the human being as a

component of a system. These capabilities include the

S bility to learn, sense, process, and react to given situ-

ations. Electronic and mechanical systems can not respond

in the sase manner as mankind and thus the characteristics

are different. Therefore, the designers must consider the

operator's capabilities as well as the system's.

The case study was done to give an example of how the

lack cf a thorough understanding of the man-machine interac-

tion affects the performance of the system and to prcvide

some reccmmendations on how to improve the interface. It is

extresely important to comleteil define and thorcughly

understand how the oerators will interface with a computer.
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